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Abstract: The control systems for the variable-speed wind turbine based on the Doubly Fed Induction
Generator (DFIG) pose some tuning challenges. The performance and stability of DFIG wind
turbines during faults in power grids are directly related to their controller settings. This work
investigates how incorporating protection via a braking-Chopper controller connected to the DC link
(DC Chopper) and a reactive-current injection during the PI-tuning process affects the performance
of DFIG wind turbines during electrical faults. For the tuning process, the Multi-Objective-Particle-
Swarm-Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm was used. Thus, two different approaches adopting this
methodology were investigated, considering sequential and simultaneous tuning. The results showed
that sequential tuning presented a better performance in relation to the reactive-current injection and
lower amplitude deviations of the electrical quantities during and after the fault. On the other hand,
simultaneous tuning reached damping of the mechanical oscillations faster and presented better
performance of the protection system.

Keywords: wind-power generation; PSO algorithm; protection; DC Chopper; electrical fault

1. Introduction

The variable-speed wind turbine based on the Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)
is widely used today. The most common configuration consists of a horizontal-axis turbine,
a turbine–generator mechanical coupling, a wound-rotor induction generator, and a back-
to-back bidirectional power converter. The DFIG wind turbine is controlled by converters,
and in most applications it uses Proportional–Integral (PI) controllers [1,2]. Topologies
that use a braking Chopper in the Direct-Current-(DC) link also traditionally utilize a PI
controller to regulate the DC voltage during faults in the electrical grid [3,4].

The control structures of these devices normally comprise current and active/reactive-
power loops connected to the back-to-back converter as well as the DC-Chopper control [1,3].
Analyzing the operation of these control loops, it can be observed that the PI controllers
of the back-to-back converter are active throughout all the operation scenarios (normal
condition and fault events) of the DFIG wind turbine. On the other hand, the DC-Chopper
controller only operates in the presence of electrical faults [5]. Thus, interactions between
the control and protection may occur during faults, which depends on the intensity of the
voltage sags. Therefore, it is imperative to consider these interactions in the tuning process.
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The tuning of control system parameters plays a fundamental role in the performance
and stability of the DFIG wind turbine. Due to the difficulties and complexity of tuning
the DFIG wind turbine and the importance of the correct performance of control systems,
several adjustment techniques have been proposed over the years, such as trial and error,
linearization of the system (tuning through eigenvalues or using some specific algorithm)
and classical techniques of control theory or optimization methods (ant-colony-optimization
algorithm, genetic algorithm, etc.) [6–9]. Among the techniques tested over the years,
one that has yielded good results is the Particle-Swarm-Optimization-(PSO) algorithm,
which is recognized for being adaptable and capable of solving single- and multi-objective
problems. In addition, this methodology enables optimization based on performance
indicators (Objective Functions) extracted directly from dynamic simulations. This feature
can quantify control behavior under electrical fault conditions and deal with all Objective
Functions independently (multi-objective optimization) [2,6,10].

Hamid et al. [11] employed a novel Jaya-Particle-Swarm-Optimization-(JPSO) algo-
rithm for the optimal tuning of wind-maximum-power-point tracking and DC-link-voltage
PI-controller parameters. The results demonstrated a significant improvement in the steady-
state and dynamic responses of DFIG controllers and a bidirectional energy-storage battery
with DC–DC converter control connected to the DFIG’s DC link. Furthermore, the authors
observed that by using the optimized PI controller gains tuning with JPSO: (i) the rotor
speed converged more rapidly with precise reference tracking, leading to almost zero
steady-state error, (ii) there was a reduction in the initial overshoot and a quick stabilization
time during abrupt wind speed changes, (iii) the DC-link voltage exhibited a superior re-
sponse with optimal tuning during load imbalances and abnormal grid voltage conditions.
Jiang et al. [12] also used the PSO algorithm to solve the optimal reactive power demand of
wind farms and to perform reactive-power allocation. Via simulations, they proved that
DFIG operation without a unitary power factor can improve the system voltage quality
and reduce grid loss, which is beneficial for a stable and efficient system operation.

Anilkumar et al. [13] applied the PSO algorithm, seeking to maximize the power
exchange between the grid and the DFIG. It was observed that tuning with the PSO
increased the overall energy savings in the system and minimized the use of capacitors.
Kamel et al. [2] modeled a DFIG wind turbine with three PI controllers. Concerning
tuning, they explored five optimization methods, aiming to improve the Low-Voltage-Ride-
Through-(LVRT) performance. The study pointed out that the Hybrid Ant-Colony–Particle-
Swarm Optimization was the technique that best adapted to the problem.

Regarding the system´s protection, Mosaad et al. [4] presented a new cost-effective
technique to improve the performance of DFIG-based Wind Energy Conversion Systems
(WECS) during wind gust and electrical faults, using high-temperature superconductors
on the grids. They proved that the Fractional-Order-Proportional–Integral (FOPI) controller
offers better results than a conventional PI controller. This is because it offers better control
compared to the DC-Chopper duty cycle, improving the Fault-Ride-Through (FRT) capability
during the events described. Pereira et al. [14] studied the influence between the crowbar
protections on the rotor-side converter and the Chopper on the DC link. It was concluded that
during a fault the DC Chopper allowed the DFIG to deliver reactive power, maintaining the
voltage constant at the DC link and even preventing crowbar activation from minor faults.
The DC Chopper also helped to meet the technical requirements of the Grid Code, mainly in
terms of reactive-current injection. However, in the previously cited works, the interaction of
the protection system and the DFIG´s operational system was not addressed.

Debre et al. [15] proposed a Chopper connected to the DC link, to control the imbal-
ance in the stator and rotor currents and the fluctuation of the DC-link voltage during
abnormal operating conditions. It was concluded that DFIG alone is unable to maintain the
DC-link voltage during electrical faults, which can lead to equipment damage. On the other
hand, the DC Chopper restricted the DC voltage rise, providing the necessary protection.
Islam et al. [16] performed a transient analysis concerning the use of a DC Chopper to
improve the Fault-Ride-Through (FRT) capability of the DFIG wind turbine. The authors
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also showed that the DC-Chopper resistor should be chosen carefully, especially because
during an electrical fault a large value may affect the system’s performance. The work did
not address the tuning process, nor the relationship between the electrical and mechani-
cal quantities.

Thus, in order to understand the effects caused by DC-Chopper protection and reactive-
current injection on the performance of a DFIG wind turbine during the tuning process of PI
controllers, this work modeled parts of a DFIG wind turbine, its control system composed
by PI controllers, the dynamics of the DC Chopper (which included a PI controller) and the
reactive-current injection during electrical faults. For that purpose, two tuning methods
using the Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm (MOPSO) were used, considering sequential and
simultaneous tuning (referred to in this work as Method 1 and Method 2, respectively). It
must be clarified that the MOPSO algorithm was responsible for determining the values
of the gains of the PI controllers (with values between 0.0001 and 50), to achieve the
tuning objectives.

Additionally, the DFIG wind turbine was tuned by the classical method called Sym-
metrical Optimum (SO) for comparative purposes.

This work adds contributions to the results presented in [6], especially concerning
interactions with the protection system. This work builds upon the Ref. [6] study in the
following aspects:

• It models the dynamics of the Grid-Side Converter (GSC). Ref. [6] did not model this
part of the DFIG.

• It introduces protection and control systems during electrical faults (the DC Chopper).
Ref. [6] did not consider any form of protection during faults.

• Due to more detailed modeling and the protection system, this work required tun-
ing eight PI controllers, resulting in 16 gains to be defined. Ref. [6] tuned only
five PI controllers.

• It considers reactive-power injection during faults. Ref. [6] did not consider reactive-
power injection.

• Finally, this work aimed to understand the advantages and disadvantages of sequential
and simultaneous tuning of the PI controllers with the MOPSO algorithm. Ref. [6]
only investigated the possibility of tuning the DFIG with the MOPSO algorithm.

The main innovative aspects of this research are:

• Tuning the parameters of the DFIG’s PI controllers, using the multi-objective-PSO-
(MOPSO) algorithm adapted to the wind turbine’s specific requirements;

• Considering the effects caused by the inclusion of protection and reactive-power
injection during the tuning process of the wind-turbine control system;

• Formulating Objective Functions, to ensure that the DFIG complies with the Grid-Code
requirements, which include supplying reactive power during an electrical fault.

2. Modeling DFIG Wind Turbines

This section presents the modeling of DFIG wind turbines, and therefore details the
representation of a horizontal three-bladed turbine, a speed multiplier, an asynchronous
generator, a back-to-back bidirectional power converter and the control and protection
structure, including reactive-current injection during faults.

2.1. Wind-Turbine Modeling: Maximum-Power-Point Tracking

To model wind turbines, an algebraic approximation of the performance or power
coefficient (Cp) model is used. The Cp is a function of the pitch angle of the blades (β) and
the specific rotation speed (λ = R ωt/Vv), according to [1,6]:

Cp(λ, β) = a1

(
a1

λi
− a3β − a4βa5 − a6

)
e
−a7
λi (1)

λi =

(
1

λ + a8β
− a9

β3 + 1

)−1
(2)
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where a1 to a9 are constants and depend on the construction characteristics of the turbine,
R is the radius of the area swept by the blade, ωt is the speed of rotation of the turbine and
Vv is the wind speed.

Thus, the mechanical power supplied by the turbine (Pt) has a fractional and non-
linear relationship to the power contained in the wind flow (Pv), and this fraction is given
by the coefficient Cp(λ, β): Pt = Cp(λ, β) Pv. As explained in [17], when β remains constant,
the captured wind power varies if λ is modified. Thus, for greater energy efficiency, it is
necessary to maintain the turbine operation at the point where λ is maximized. This strategy
is known as Maximum-Power-Point Tracking (MPPT) and consists of maintaining β with
zero value and adjusting the angular turbine velocity (ωt) according to the wind-speed
variation [17], which results in the power curve illustrated in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the black-dashed-line rectangle indicates the range of speed variation of
the turbine around the synchronous speed (the red dashed line). In this range, the tur-
bine can operate with Pt power, according to the blue line (the Maximum-Power-Point-
Tracking strategy).

The mechanical coupling is represented by the two-mass model, whose equations can
be found in [6]. The wound-rotor-induction-machine model is also taken from [6], which
is given in dq coordinates in the synchronously rotating reference frame, with magnetic
fluxes as state variables, and all variables and parameters are expressed in p.u.

Figure 1. Maximum-Power-Point-Tracking (MPPT) strategy. Black-dashed-line: range of speed
variation of the turbine. Red dashed line: synchronous speed. Blue line: Pt power (Maximum-Power-
Point-Tracking strategy).

2.2. Current and Power Control Loop

A back-to-back power converter is used to allow the power flow between the DFIG
rotor and the grid. It consists of two inverters, one on the rotor side and the other on the
grid side, which share a DC link. This work used the “Vector Control Oriented by Stator
Voltage” method [1,6,18].

Figure 2a shows the rotor current and the active- and reactive-power control loops.
The total active power Pa is controlled by acting on the direct-axis component of the rotor
current idr. For stator reactive power (Qs), the control is performed by acting on the
quadrature-axis component iqr [19].

In Figure 2a, the time constants TP and TQ represent the dynamics of the filters for
the active- and reactive-power measurements. The reference signal for the total active
power generated by the DFIG wind turbine is given by the difference between the active
power calculated by the MPPT strategy and the electrical losses of the DFIG’s stator and
rotor. Figure 2a shows four PI controllers and, consequently, eight parameters to be tuned,
because each PI has a proportional gain (K) and an integral time constant (Ti).

The DC-link voltage (Vdc) is controlled by a PI controller, and the control-loop structure
is shown in Figure 2b. The PI controller receives the DC-voltage error signal and determines
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the signal and reference of the direct-axis-current control loop of the GSC, acting on the
reference of the direct-axis current of the GSC (ire f

dg ) [1,20].

In the GSC control, the quadrature axis reference (ire f
qg ) is typically set to zero, to ensure

the operation of the converter with a unit power factor [1]. Moreover, a current limiter is
used, to prevent the excessive increase of ig.

The GSC-current control loops (see Figure 2b) receive the reference values ire f ∗
dg and

ire f ∗
qg resulting from the DC-link control loop, the current limiting and the coordinates’

orientation according to the angle determined by the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL), and then
compare them to idg and iqg, respectively. Then, the error signals are processed by the PI
regulators, which provide the voltages vdg and vqg [20].

The sinusoidal three-phase voltage at the GSC output is determined by transforming
the voltage values from the dq0 reference to the abc, based on the angle determined by the
PLL. The desired voltage (Vre f

abcgrid
) is sent to the Pulse-Width-Modulation-(PWM) converter,

to be applied to the electrical grid [20]. Thus, Figure 2b shows three more PI controllers,
therefore, six more parameters to be tuned.

The control structure considered in this work incorporates additional reactive-power
control mechanisms addressing the requirements of current Grid Codes (GCs) on the DFIG
wind turbine’s capacity to inject/absorb a reactive current during faults. Although the
methods used here can be adapted to other GCs, this work refers specifically to the Brazilian
case [21].

Figure 2. Control systems for RSC, GSC and DC link. (a) RSC’s control systems. (b) DC link and
GSC’s control systems.
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According to the Brazilian Grid Code (see Figure 3), a wind farm must be able to inject
a reactive current during voltage dips in which the grid voltage drops below 0.85 p.u. and
needs to be able to absorb a reactive current while the grid voltage is higher than 1.1 p.u.

Figure 3 shows a yellow area where the reactive-current reference is zero. When the
voltage leaves the yellow area, having a value above 1.1 p.u. or less than 0.85 p.u., the DFIG
wind turbine must absorb or supply, respectively, a reactive current to the grid.

The control strategy for reactive-current injection/absorption adopted in this work
was derived from [22] and is based on modifying the reactive-power control reference
during the fault and according to the grid voltage level (Vs). Considering the requirements
of the Grid Code as shown in Figure 3, the reactive-current (IQ) injection and absorption
are as described below:

IQ =
1

0.35
(0.85 − Vs) for 0.5 p.u. ≤ Vs ≤ 0.85 p.u. (3)

IQ = 10(1.1 − Vs) for 1.1 p.u. ≤ Vs ≤ 1.2 p.u. (4)

As the control structure requires a reactive-power reference, Equations (3) and (4) can
be used to build up the reactive-power reference (Qre f

s ) according to the voltage level, in the
form of

Qre f
s = 1 for Vs < 0.5 p.u., (5)

Qre f
s =

Vs

0.35
(0.85 − Vs) for 0.5 p.u. ≤ Vs ≤ 0.85 p.u., (6)

Qre f
s = 0 for 0.85 p.u. ≤ Vs ≤ 1.1 p.u., (7)

Qre f
s = 10Vs(1.1 − Vs) for 1.1 p.u. ≤ Vs ≤ 1.2 p.u. (8)

All control loops use conventional PI controllers, each one with the usual tuning
parameters: a proportional gain (K) and an integral time (Ti). Therefore, aiming at the
stability and correct operation of the wind farm, the values of all parameters K and Ti must
be determined. In addition, when an electrical fault occurs, the DFIG protection system is
triggered, which will be explained in the following subsection.

Figure 3. Brazilian Grid Code with reactive-current requirements. Yellow area: reactive-current
reference is zero [21].

2.3. DC-Chopper Protection System for DFIG Wind Turbines

When an electrical fault occurs in the system and the voltage dip is not severe, the sys-
tem can be controlled by converters. However, when the amplitude of the voltage dip is
considerable, the currents and voltages of the converter cannot be limited by the control
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system alone. In order to deal with this, there are some protection schemes that prevent
damage to the converter by overcurrents and overvoltages of the DC link [3]. The protection
system is called Chopper and consists of a bank of resistors that acts by dissipating power
during the fault, as part of the current is diverted to the resistors, producing an efficient
reduction of the current or voltage levels [3].

The protection used in this work was a DC Chopper that consisted of a resistance
controlled by transistors. The resistor could be connected or disconnected using a switch
(transistor), as shown in Figure 4a. This strategy was used to limit the excessive voltage
on the DC link, and it consisted of the most advanced solution today among those that do
not rely on storage systems [5]. When adding a resistance controlled by a transistor to the
DC link, there is no need to disconnect the converter during faults, as this device helps to
prevent an excessive increase in the DC voltage. As a consequence, the wind turbine can be
controlled during electrical faults [5].

Due to the Chopper operation type, a control is needed for its activation and disconnec-
tion. The control used in this work is shown in Figure 4b. In order to respect the overvoltage
limits of the converter, the Chopper control uses a voltage reference Vre f

dc2 greater than the
nominal Vdc. The Chopper operates only when the DC bus voltage exceeds 90% of the
reference voltage value, and in Figure 4b this action is shown, using the “Selector”, in which
if Vdc is less than 90% of Vre f

dc2 the output is zero and if Vdc is greater than 90% of Vre f
dc2

the output is one. Finally, the output of the PI controller goes through a limiter, and mdc2 is
used to perform the PWM modulation of the Chopper switch [3,5].

Figures 2 and 4 show a total of 16 PI gains to be tuned. However, the Chopper PI is
only activated when severe faults occur. Before performing the tuning process, qualitative
and quantitative criteria need to be established, to measure the performance of the wind
farm, which will be explained in the following section.

Figure 4. DC Chopper connection and control schemes. (a) Resistor could be connected or discon-
nected using a switch (transistor). (b) DC Chopper control system.

3. Main Tuning Objectives Considering an Electrical Fault

Considering the growth of wind generation, the LVRT capability for wind turbines is a
requirement of the GC in almost all countries that have this type of generation [2]. For the
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correct operation of the DFIG wind turbine, some internal operational requirements need
to be met. For this reason, in this section, the performance and damping criteria for tuning
the PI controllers of the DFIG wind turbine are established. These criteria are:

1. Grid-Code Compliance—Voltage (V): the voltage should remain in the gray region,
shown in Figure 5, during the fault and present a post-fault recovery without ma-
jor peaks.

Figure 5. Brazilian Grid Code with voltage requirements [21].

2. Grid-Code compliance—Reactive Power (Q): Q must follow the reference determined
by Equations (5) to (8) (which follows what is requested in Figure 3) during the fault
and must show no post-fault oscillatory behavior.

3. Damping of mechanical oscillations: rotor and turbine speeds must converge to the
same value and must show damped oscillations [6].

4. DC-link voltage with low variation: To ensure safety during and after an electrical
fault, Vdc=1.2 p.u. is established as the maximum limit [3].

5. Low-peak currents: to avoid overcurrents, the maximum permitted values are: bus
current, 3.5 p.u.; converter current, 1.5 p.u.; rotor and stator current, 3.5 p.u. [1] (p. 96).

6. Decrease in peaks and fluctuations in active power P: to facilitate recomposition
after an electrical fault, maximum active power Pmax = 2 p.u. [6] is established.

To achieve these objectives, the MOPSO algorithm uses the following equations:

cost V =
∫ t f

0
|V − Vre f |dt, (9)

cost Q =
∫ t f

0
|Q − Qre f |dt, (10)

cost θ̇ =
∫ t f

0
|θ̇ − θ̇re f |dt, (11)

cost Vdc =
∫ t f

0
|Vdc − Vdcre f

|dt, (12)

cost i f ault =
∫ t f

0
|i − ire f |dt, (13)

cost Pa f ault =
∫ t f

0
|Pa − Pare f |dt, (14)

where t f = simulation time, θ̇ = variation of the torsion angle that measures the difference
between the turbine and the generator rotation speeds, i = bus current, Q = reactive power,
Vdc = DC link voltage, Pa = total active power and re f = reference value.
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All Objective Functions were penalized by IAE (Integral Absolute Error), which was
an natural choice for this research, as it was necessary to measure dynamic errors and
to penalize them according to the magnitude of the deviation, giving equal weight to
deviations that occurred at the beginning and at the end of the simulation [23,24].

4. Operating Conditions and Tuning Methods

The system used for testing the proposed tuning algorithms was a wind farm compris-
ing 10 DFIG wind turbines connected to an infinite-bus system (see Figure 6. The infinite-
bus voltage was 1.0 p.u. the short-circuit capacity seen from the connection point was
Scc = 4 p.u. and there was a transmission line with ratio X/R=8. The parameters of the DFIG
wind turbines are shown in Table 1, and two tuning methods using the Multi-Objective-
PSO algorithm (MOPSO) were used, considering sequential (Method 1) and simultaneous
(Method 2) tuning.

Table 1. DFIG wind-turbine parameters used for tuning and testing.

Number of generators Ng = 10

Base power for a single generator Sb = 2 MW

Nominal line voltage Vn = 690 V

Frequency f = 60 Hz

Base wind velocity VVb = 12 m/s

Stator resistance Rs = 0.00488 p.u.

Rotor resistance Rr = 0.00549 p.u.

Magnetization reactance M = 3.95279 p.u.

Stator-dispersion reactance Lls = 0.09241 p.u.

Rotor-dispersion reactance Llr = 0.09955 p.u.

Capacitor C = 110 mF

DC-link voltage Vdc = 975.8074 V

Grid-side filter resistance R f = 0.0084 p.u.

Grid-side filter inductance L f = 0.0013 p.u.

Generator-inertia constant Hg = 0.54 s

Generator-damping parameters Dg = 0 p.u.

Turbine-inertia constant Ht = 2.96 s

Turbine-damping parameters Dt = 0 p.u.

Shaft-stiffness parameters Ks = 0.2 p.u./rad

PWM-design frequency fPWM = 1000

Chopper resistance Rcrwb = 3 p.u.

Security-DC-link voltage Vre f
dc2 = 1.2 p.u.

Constant a1 a1 = 0.22

Constant a2 a2 = 210

Constant a3 a3 = 0.8

Constant a4 a4 = 0

Constant a5 a5 = 1

Constant a6 a6 = 8

Constant a7 a7 = 18

Constant a8 a8 = 0.09

Constant a9 a9 = 0.01

Blade radius R = 45 m
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In Method 1, the PI controllers were tuned sequentially, starting by the parameters of
the PI controllers of the active and reactive power, the DC-link voltage and the rotor- and
converter-current control loops. Then, the PI controller of the DC-Chopper control loop
was tuned. For the first phase of Method 1, a low-intensity electrical fault was simulated,
so as not to cause the protection to trip, which was a fault with a voltage dip up to 0.7 p.u.
and a duration of 500 ms (the maximum allowed by [21]). Then, having already tuned
the PI-controller parameters of the converter, a more severe fault was simulated (voltage
dip up to 0.3 p.u. with a duration of 500 ms), which caused the trip of the DC-Chopper
protection, making it possible to tune the PI-controller parameter of the DC-Chopper
protection (see Figure 4b).

Figure 6. DFIG wind turbines used for tests.

In Method 2, all the PI controllers were tuned together. To do this, the occurrence of a
fault that would cause a voltage dip up to 0.3 p.u. with a duration of 500 ms was simulated.
This fault caused the trip of the DC-Chopper protection, making it possible to tune all the
PI controllers in the DFIG wind-turbine control structure simultaneously.

In order to compare the performance of the DFIG wind turbine obtained with the
PSO tuning, the DFIG wind-turbine controllers were also tuned with the Symmetrical-
Optimum method, a procedure that only takes into account decoupled-transfer-function
approximations of the control loops.

Using the previous parameters and the requirements established in Section 3, two
methods were established to tune the PI parameters with the Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm.

5. Multi-Objective-Particle-Swarm-Optimization Algorithm Used for Tuning

Particle-Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a heuristic search technique with a population
of solutions, where each individual of the population is a possible solution to the problem.
Due to its simplicity and its ability to solve non-linear, continuous and multi-objective
problems, it is ideal for optimizing DFIG wind-turbine control systems [2,6].

The MOPSO algorithm proposed in this work extends the one used in [6] in the
following aspects: (i) in order to comply with the two tuning methods, MOPSO was applied
sequentially and under different test conditions; (ii) the decision maker was adapted to
each of the two faults required by the tuning process and the “solution region”, as each
voltage dip had to be modified; (iii) due to the coupling of the DFIG wind turbine variables,
it was possible to decrease the set of Objective Functions; thus, the bus current was the only
current penalized in the Objective Functions; (iv) due to the inclusion of the reactive-current
injection, the representation of the controls associated with the GSC and the DC-Chopper
protection, there was an increase in the number of parameters to be tuned.

Therefore, this research presented eight PI controllers resulting in 16 variables to
be tuned.

The step-by-step procedure of the MOPSO algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The “Ini-
tial phase” assigned a position between [Xmin Xmax] and a random velocity between [Velmin
Velmax] to each particle (Step 1).
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In Step 2, to meet the tuning requirements of Section 3, a set of six Objective Functions
was established, Equations (9) to (14).

After calculating the Objective Functions (OFs) in Step 2, the best position was defined
for each particle so far, the pbest (Step 3), copying the value of the dimensions of its
corresponding individual. In Step 4, the Pareto Front was defined [6].

In the last step of the “Initial Phase”, the Decision Maker determined the “solution
region” (Step 5), defining the maximum value that each Objective Function could reach.
As explained in [6], for the setting of the “solution region” a value ϵi was established for
each Objective Function, such that for a particle to be in the solution region all Objective
Functions had to attain values less than or equal to the respective ϵi. As the “solution
region” depended on the operating and testing conditions, two solution regions needed to
be built: the first was valid for a voltage dip up to 0.7 p.u. and the second was valid in the
case of a voltage dip up to 0.3 p.u.

The Decision Maker determined the following particles lbest(t) when updating the
velocity vel (see Equation (15)). Thus, three situations could happen: (i) no particle reached
the “solution region”, therefore, the lbest leaders were the particles that were in the Pareto
Front; (ii) a particle reached the “solution region” and it was in the Pareto Front, therefore,
all particles used it to update their velocity; (iii) two or more particles reached the “solution
region” and the Pareto Front, establishing themselves as the leaders of the algorithm, and
the other particles used them to update their velocity. In case (iii), the choice of which
particle to follow was random and did not change unless some other particle reached the
“solution region” and the Pareto front.

The second stage, MOPSO’s “search phase”, was where the iterative process took
place. Thus, for each particle the Objective Functions were calculated (Step 6) and analyzed
for the possible improvement of pbest, with two possible situations: (i) if all the Objective
Functions attained values smaller than or equal to (none greater than) the respective values
for pbest, then the pbest and the Pareto Front were updated (Step 7), and then it proceeded to
the Decision Maker (Step 8); (ii) if pbest had not been improved, it passed directly through
the Decision Maker (it went to Step 8 without going through Step 7). In Step 9, the velocity
vel of the i particle was updated in the j dimension, and then the x positions were updated
with the Equation (16):

velij(it + 1) = w v(it) + c1 r1j(pbestij(it)− xij(it)) + c2 r2j(lbest(it)− xij(it)), (15)

xij(it + 1) = xij(it) + vij(it + 1), (16)

where c1 and c2 are cognitive and social learning factors, respectively, r1 and r2 are randomly
generated numbers with uniform distribution in the interval [rmin rmax], ω is the inertia
factor and it is the iteration number.

In Step 10, it was checked if any particle had crossed the search space and, if so, it was
brought to the border and its velocity was reset. In the case that the termination criterion
was not met—that is, the maximum number of iterations (itmax) was not reached— the iter-
ative process continued, returning to Step 6. In the case that it was reached, it finally passed
through the decision maker, to establish the gbest algorithm solution (Step 11). In this case,
gbest was the particle found in the “solution region” and in the Pareto Front with the lowest
cost of θ̇ (the particle that damped the mechanical oscillations more quickly).
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Algorithm 1: Step-by-step procedure for the MOPSO algorithm.
Initial phase:
1. For each dimension of each particle: random position between [Xmin and Xmax]

and random velocity between [Velmin and Velmax].
2. Calculate set of Objective Functions.
3. Define the best place for each pbest particle.
4. Define Pareto Front.
5. Decision maker: determine “solution region”.
Search phase (iterative process):
6. Calculate set of Objective Functions.

Is the new pbest better??
Yes → go to Step 7.
No → go to Step 8.

7. Update pbest and Pareto Front.
8. Decision maker: determine particle to follow in the velocity update.
9. Update velocity and positions.
10. Check positions.

Termination criterion?
Yes → go to Step 11.
No → go to Step 6.

11. Decision maker: determine gbest solution.

6. Tuning Methods and Tuned Control Parameters

In the following subsections, different values of the PI parameters obtained with the
MOPSO algorithm will be presented, as well as the classic Symmetrical-Optimum method
used for comparison. For tuning with MOPSO, the following parameters were used for
the algorithm: particle population, 100; search space, Xmin = 0.0001, Xmax = 50; limiting
velocities, Velmin = −5, Velmax = 5; cognitive factor, c1 = 2; social factor, c2 = 2; inertia, w,
which decreased linearly with the number of iterations, from 0.9 to 0.4; r1 and r2, numbers
generated randomly at each iteration and evenly distributed over the interval rmin = 0 and
rmax = 1; maximum number of iterations itmax = 100 (termination criterion) [6].

6.1. Method 1: MOPSO Applied to Tune the PI Controllers Sequentially

For Method 1, initially, it was necessary that the fault did not cause protection trips.
Thus, using the MOPSO algorithm with a fault that led to a decrease in voltage up to 0.7 p.u.
and with the ϵ shown in Table 2, the values of the PI parameters of the control structure of
the DFIG wind turbine were obtained, except for the DC-Chopper-PI controller (KVdc2 and
TiVdc2). Thus, in this first execution of the MOPSO algorithm, the values of the Objective
Functions shown in Table 2 were reached.

Table 2. Objective Function values (without unit) with voltage dip of 0.7 p.u. for Method 1.

Objective Function Cost θ̇ Cost V Cost i

Values ϵ 50 0.2 0.3

MOPSO-1 OF Values 30.3901 0.1397 0.1674

Objective Function Cost Vdc Cost P Cost Q

Values ϵ 0.05 0.4 0.3

MOPSO-1 OF Values 0.0223 0.2695 0.1879

In the second step of Method 1, only the tuning of the DC-Chopper-PI parameters was
performed. To do this, the parameters of the already-tuned PI controllers were fixed and
the second fault was applied, leading to a voltage dip of 0.3 p.u. and the tripping of the
DC-Chopper protection. Then, the MOPSO algorithm optimized only the Vdc2 loop (see
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Figure 4), determining the values of KVdc2 and TiVdc2. The ϵ used and the values of the
Objective Functions achieved in this second execution of the MOPSO algorithm are shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Objective Function values (without unit) with voltage dip of 0.3 p.u. for Method 1.

Objective Function Cost θ̇ Cost V Cost i

Values ϵ 80 0.4 0.5

MOPSO-1 OF Values 74.1136 0.3558 0.4118

Objective Function Cost Vdc Cost P Cost Q

Values ϵ 0.06 0.7 0.7

MOPSO-1 OF Values 0.0569 0.6279 0.5539

Thus, for Method 1, the values of the PI-controller parameters summarized in Table 4
were obtained.

Table 4. PI-controller parameters obtained with MOPSO, Method 1.

Control Proportional Gain Integral Time [s]

Converter Current: Rotor Side Kidr = 1.2611 Tiidr = 22.5573
Converter Current: Rotor Side Kiqr = 9.0916 Tiiqr = 16.2064

Active Power KP = 0.0001 TiP = 7.7025
Reactive Power KQ = 7.5107 TiQ = 1.3347

Converter Current: Grid Side Kidg = 27.4734 Tiidg = 20.7293
Converter Current: Grid Side Kiqg = 5.7974 Tiiqg = 9.5070

DC-Link Voltage KVdc = 4.3269 TiVdc = 50
DC Chopper KVdc2 = 12.8697 TiVdc2 = 0.0001

6.2. Method 2: MOPSO Applied to Tune All PI Controllers Simultaneously

For Method 2, the 16 parameters of the PI controllers were tuned simultaneously.
For this purpose, a fault that dropped the voltage to 0.3 p.u. was simulated, a condition in
which the DC-Chopper protection tripped, allowing KVdc2 and TiVdc2 to be tuned together
with the converter-controller parameters.

Thus, the Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm with the ϵ (shown in Table 5) was executed
and the Objective Function values summarized in Table 5 were obtained.

Table 5. Objective Function values (without unit) with voltage dip to 0.3 p.u. for Method 2.

Objective Function Cost θ̇ Cost V Cost i

Values ϵ 80 0.4 0.5

MOPSO-2 OF Values 39.8496 0.3562 0.4682

Objective Function Cost Vdc Cost P Cost Q

Values ϵ 0.06 0.7 0.7

MOPSO-2 OF Values 0.0312 0.6405 0.6144

Finally, the obtained tuned values of the PI parameters for Method 2 are presented in
Table 6.

It should be noted that internal control loops idr and iqr are analogous, similarly to
loops idg and iqg. However, the parameter values tuned with the MOPSO algorithm (for
both Methods 1 and 2) for these loops were not the same.
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Table 6. PI-controller parameters obtained with MOPSO, Method 2.

Control Proportional Gain Integral Time [s]

Converter Current: Rotor Side Kidr = 0.5735 Tiidr = 8.5668
Converter Current: Rotor Side Kiqr = 0.9924 Tiiqr = 9.3393

Active Power KP = 0.0001 TiP = 13.5907
Reactive Power KQ = 1.2003 TiQ = 6.8809

Converter Current: Grid Side Kidg = 2.0250 Tiidg = 45.8736
Converter Current: Grid Side Kiqg = 1.9837 Tiiqg = 48.8231

DC-Link Voltage KVdc = 14.3269 TiVdc = 50
DC Chopper KVdc2 = 6.1621 TiVdc2 = 13.7879

6.3. Tuning with the Symmetrical-Optimum-(SO) Method

The SO is a classic method that tunes controllers from the knowledge of the control
loops reduced to their linear and single variable representations [25].

In [6], the SO method was also used to tune the PI controllers of the DFIG wind
turbine. However, in the current work, the GSC and DC-Chopper-protection control loops
were added, having a more detailed modeling, making it necessary to take into account
the relationship between the internal loop of the GSC and the DC link. References [6,25]
present more details on the step-by-step application of this method.

The values of the PI parameters with the SO method are presented in Table 7. It should
be noted that the tuning process with the SO method does not depend on the operation
point, transient disturbance, non-linearities or couplings between the DFIG-wind-turbine
control loops.

Table 7. PI-controller parameters obtained with SO.

Control Proportional Gain Integral Time [s]

Converter Current: Rotor Side Kidr = 0.1898 Tiidr = 0.0101
Converter Current: Rotor Side Kiqr = 0.1898 Tiiqr = 0.0101

Active Power KP = 0.15871 TiP = 0.1600
Reactive Power KQ = 0.1963 TiQ = 0.1600

Converter Current: Grid Side Kidg = 0.0062 Tiidg = 0.0101
Converter Current: Grid Side Kiqg = 0.0062 Tiiqg = 0.0101

DC-Link Voltage KVdc = 0.0916 TiVdc = 0.0160
DC Chopper KVdc2 = 11.9392 TiVdc2 = 0.0160

7. Performance of the DFIG Wind Turbine

This section presents the simulation results concerning the performance of the DFIG
wind turbine with the parameter tuning of the PI controllers developed in Section 6. Two
tuning methods with the Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm were proposed, and the MOPSO-1
(Table 4) and MOPSO-2 (Table 6) abbreviations were used here to refer to the PI controller
parameters obtained by Methods 1 and 2, respectively. Simulations were performed for
the system, considering electrical faults with two different levels of voltage drop. In order
to detail the performance of the DFIG wind turbine, the results for the mechanical and
electrical variables are presented with different timescales (30 s and 3 s), respectively.

The first test considered an electrical fault that did not trip the DC-Chopper protection.
To do this, the same electrical fault used in the first step of Method 1 (see Section 6.1) was
chosen, with a voltage dip of 0.7 p.u.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the mechanical variables of the DFIG wind turbine
for the first test. Comparing the behavior of the mechanical variables of the DFIG wind
turbine for the different tunings, it was noticed that the tunings provided by the MOPSO
algorithms were the only ones able to dampen the rotor and turbine speed oscillations.
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Figure 7. Comparison of DFIG-wind-turbine performance with voltage dip of 0.7 p.u. mechani-
cal variables.

This is one of the main advantages of the proposed Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm.
Favoring the damping of the mechanical oscillations of the DFIG wind turbine under
the tested conditions was a difficult control objective to be achieved. As a matter of fact,
the tuning with the SO method was not able to achieve this goal (the rotor and turbine
speeds did not converge to the same value after the fault period). Thus, the tunings with
MOPSO were the only ones that met the damping requirement of Section 3. Moreover,
the MOPSO-2 tuning was able to dampen the oscillations faster than the MOPSO-1 tuning,
a behavior attributed to the simultaneous tuning of the PI controllers.

Figure 8 shows the behavior of the electrical variables of the DFIG wind turbine for
the first test. As expected, the DC-Chopper protection did not trip during the first test
(“Chopper Activation = 0 ”) and, therefore, there was no power dissipation by the protection
(“Protection Power = 0”). The terminal voltage V, in all tunings, remained within the LVRT
region determined by the Grid Code (GC: Vre f ) (see Figure 5). The voltage level during
the fault was similar for both the MOPSO-1 and the MOPSO-2 tunings (slightly higher for
the MOPSO-1 tuning), with damped oscillations and a post-fault recovery without large
overvoltage peaks. Thus, the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tunings met the voltage requirement
established in Section 3, improving the LVRT capability of the DFIG wind turbine.

Both the MOPSO-1 and the MOPSO-2 tunings resulted in small variations and damped
oscillations of the DC-link voltage, ensuring the safety of the DC link during the fault (see
Section 3). In addition, the MOPSO-2 tuning showed faster dampening of the oscillations
than the MOPSO-1 tuning both during and after the fault.

Regarding the behavior of the currents with the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tunings,
the peaks reached were below the maximum allowed (imax = 3.5 p.u; ismax = 3.5 p.u;
irmax = 3.5 p.u; igmax = 1.5 p.u), preventing equipment problems and disconnection due
to overcurrents. Comparatively, the MOPSO-2 tuning showed higher maxima and more
damped oscillations than the MOPSO-1 tuning during the fault. On the other hand,
MOPSO-1 showed higher peaks at the end of the fault. In the post-fault period, the currents
presented more dampened oscillations with MOPSO-2 tuning, but with greater amplitude
if compared to MOPSO-1.

The active power dropped during the fault, attaining the lowest level for the MOPSO-2
tuning, which, nonetheless, showed more dampened oscillations than MOPSO-1, both
during and after the fault. In addition, the MOPSO-2 tuning had a lower minimum and a
greater amplitude of oscillations after the fault. The highest peaks appeared when the fault
was cleared, but without exceeding the pre-set limit (Pmax = 2 p.u.; see Section 3) for both
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MOPSO tunings. However, the P maximum for the MOPSO-1 tuning was greater than the
maximum for MOPSO-2.

Figure 8. Comparison of DFIG0-wind-turbine performance with voltage dip of 0.7 p.u. electri-
cal variables.

One of the most significant differences between the tunings with MOPSO was the error
regarding reactive-power injection. The MOPSO-1 tuning achieved better tracking of the Q
reference (GC: Qre f , given by Equations (5) to (8)), with more dampened oscillations and
smaller amplitude peaks than the MOPSO-2 tuning. Thus, the MOPSO-1 tuning helped the
wind farm to comply with the Grid Code, and the DFIG wind turbine operating with the
tuning obtained from the MOPSO helped support the voltage during faults, providing the
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reactive power requested by the GC. The MOPSO-2 tuning was less effective, as it delivered
a higher Q value during the fault while showing a lower voltage level.

On the other hand, due to the unstable behavior, the DFIG-wind-turbine performance
with the SO was not able to meet the requirements established in Section 3. This was
because the tuning with the SO showed undamped behavior of the mechanical variables,
a strong peak in the terminal voltage at the time the fault was cleared, strong fluctuations
in the DC link voltage, high amplitude peaks in currents and deficient convergence of
reactive-power Q to the reference value (especially after clearing the fault from the system).
The DFIG wind turbine, operating with the tuning obtained from the SO method, was
disconnected, due to instabilities.

The results of the first test showed the good performance of the DFIG-wind-turbine
electrical and mechanical variables obtained with the MOPSO tuning algorithms. In gen-
eral, with MOPSO-2 tuning, faster damping of mechanical and electrical oscillations was
achieved, both before and after the fault. However, the MOPSO-1 tuning showed better
tracking of the reactive-power injection reference, also resulting in smaller voltages and
active power drops during the fault.

The second test considered a more severe electrical fault causing a terminal voltage
dip of 0.3 p.u. This was the second tuning step in Method 1 and the tuning condition in
Method 2 (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively). In this case, the dynamic behaviors of the
mechanical and electrical variables are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

The major differences between the tunings with the MOPSO algorithms and the SO
method were found in the mechanical part (see Figure 9). Again, only the tunings with the
MOPSO algorithms were able to dampen the mechanical-variable oscillations and reach the
convergence of both rotor and turbine speeds. Moreover, similar to the result of the first test,
the MOPSO-2 tuning was slightly more efficient in damping the oscillations in the turbine
and generator speeds. The faster damping of oscillations provided by the MOPSO-2 tuning
can be observed in Figure 9, and a comparison of the values of Cost θ̇ (which measured the
damping of the mechanical oscillations) in Tables 3 and 5 further supports this observation.
For Method 1, Cost θ̇ = 74.1136, while for Method 2, Cost θ̇ = 39.8496.

Figure 9. Comparison of DFIG-wind-turbine performance to voltage dip of 0.3 p.u. (mechanical vari-
ables).

Once more, tuning with the SO method did not meet the requirements established in
Section 3.

The “Chopper Activation” variable (see Figure 10) shows the protection trip during
and after the fault. With the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tuning, the DC Chopper was only
triggered during the fault period and for a short period of time. Moreover, due to the
simultaneous tuning of all the PI parameters, the MOPSO-2 tuning performed better,
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dissipating less power via the DC Chopper than MOPSO-1, showing peaks of 0.3950 p.u.
and 0.2823 p.u. respectively (see “Protection Power” in Figure 10).

Figure 10. Comparison of DFIG-wind-turbine performance with voltage dip of 0.3 p.u. electri-
cal variables.

The Multi-Objective-PSO algorithms achieved stable behavior of the protection system.
On the other hand, due to the instability of the tuning with the SO, the protection tripped
during and after the fault.

Analyzing the bus voltage (see Figure 5), the performances with the MOPSO-1 and
with the MOPSO-2 tunings did not present significant differences, showing damped os-
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cillations and fast post-fault recovery. In addition, with the MOPSO-2 tuning, the lowest
voltage peaks were obtained. Thus, the tuning achieved by MOPSO helped to comply
with the GC, ensuring the damping of the mechanical oscillations while the bus voltage
remained in the region determined by the GC reference: Vre f .

The DC voltage presented greater variations in comparison to the first test. However,
the tuning performed with the MOPSO algorithms obtained damped oscillations and low
peaks for the VDC, ensuring the safe operation of the DC bus. Moreover, during the fault, the
MOPSO-2 tuning stabilized with a lower DC voltage and showed more damped oscillations
than the MOPSO-1 tuning. Additionally, after the fault was cleared, the MOPSO-2 tuning
had a smaller peak and smaller amplitude oscillation than the MOPSO-1 tuning.

Figure 10 shows that the terminal (i), rotor (ir) and stator (is) currents reached values
close to, but not exceeding, the limits established in Section 3; thus, the DFIG wind turbine
would not be disconnected by overcurrents. Moreover, the performance with the MOPSO-1
tuning showed higher peaks for the i, ir and is currents, both at the beginning and at the
end of the fault period.

However, the main difference in this regard was observed in the GSC current (ig),
which for the MOPSO-2 tuning presented a peak of almost twice the amplitude observed
for the MOPSO-1 tuning. This behavior is explained by the fact that the sequential tuning
(Method 1) resulted in GSC current controllers with better tracking performance, whereby
MOPSO-1 ensured ig closer to its reference value.

During the fault, the active power P presented similar behavior for MOPSO-1 and
MOPSO-2. A peak was observed after the fault was cleared, which was higher in the case
of the MOPSO-1 tuning. Moreover, there was active power consumption immediately after
the fault clearance, and the tunings with the MOPSO algorithms were able to meet the
requirement established in Section 3 (Pmax less than 2 p.u.).

Regarding the reactive-current-injection performance, the tracking of the reactive-
power reference given by the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 (GC: Qre f ) tunings presented
deviations just after the fault occurrence. Similarly, as in the first test, the MOPSO-1 tuning
resulted in a lower reactive-power reference tracking error than the MOPSO-2 tuning.
Recall that better tracking performance of the MOPSO-1 tuning was also observed in the ig
dynamics of the GSC current controllers. Nevertheless, for both tunings with the Multi-
Objective-PSO algorithms, it was possible to track the reference and assist the system in
this period. The result showed the need to include the supply of reactive power during
the tuning of the PI parameters. The importance of tuning so that the DFIG wind turbine
meets the requirements requested in the GC should also be highlighted.

The tuning with the SO method did not meet the requirements presented in Section 3.
It could not dampen the mechanical oscillations, and, therefore, it was not able to ensure
system stability. The protection tripped after fault removal, and the supply of reactive
current deviated from what is required in the GC. The DC voltage also showed undamped
oscillations—that is, unstable behavior of the DC voltage, even with DC-Chopper protection.
Furthermore, the converter current was very high.

8. DFIG Performance with Tuning Obtained under Different Operating Conditions

In order to demonstrate the validity of the tunings obtained under different conditions,
this section presents the results achieved by varying the wind level (sub-synchronous
speed) and also for a different operating condition in the absence of wind (wind profile).

The values of the gains for the PI controllers, used in this section, remain those from
Tables 4, 6 and 7.

8.1. Test for Sub-Synchronous Wind Speed

The difference with the tuning tests in this case was that the wind speed was var-
ied during the machine’s operation, affecting the amount of active power delivered by
the machine.
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A wind speed was chosen such that the DFIG operated at a sub-synchronous speed
with the electrical grid. The significance of this test was that it allowed the observation of
the DFIG-wind-turbine behavior during a fault when the converter absorbed power from
the grid through the rotor. An electrical fault was selected to trigger the protection system.

The results of the mechanical variables are presented in Figure 11, showing the rapid
mitigation of oscillations achieved by the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tunings, where MOPSO-
2 demonstrated even faster damping. Additionally, the SO tuning failed to dampen the
oscillations and exhibited unstable behavior.

Figure 12 shows that the tunings managed to stay within the limits of the LVRT curve
(see Figure 5). Similarly, the MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tunings showed very similar peaks
and damping, as well as appropriate post-fault recovery.

Due to the operation of the DFIG at a lower wind speed (compared to the tuning tests),
the peaks of the terminal, stator, rotor and converter currents were lower. Additionally,
during the fault period, for a few moments, the DFIG consumed active power from the grid.

Figure 11. Performance of the DFIG for voltage sag down to 0.3 p.u.: sub-synchronous speed;
mechanical variables.

The MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2 tunings achieved an acceptable tracking of the reactive-
power reference during and after the fault period.

When the speed was sub-synchronous, due to the lower peak value of the DC-link volt-
age during the fault, the protection was not triggered by the MOPSO-2 tuning. Therefore,
for this lower wind speed, only the MOPSO-1 tuning dissipated power through the protec-
tion. This reinforces the fact that with the joint tuning of the PI controllers of the converter
and the DC Chopper, better performance of the protection system can be achieved.

Based on the results presented in this subsection, it is understood that the MOPSO-1
and MOPSO-2 tunings also met the performance and stability requirements when the rotor
of the DFIG rotated at sub-synchronous speeds.

It was observed that the SO tuning failed to meet the performance and stability re-
quirements.
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Figure 12. Performance of the DFIG for voltage sag down to 0.3 p.u.: sub-synchronous speed;
electrical variables.

8.2. Test for Wind Profile

For the last test, the DFIG wind turbine was subjected to a different operating condition.
In this case, its performance was tested with the wind profile shown in Figure 13.

It can be observed that the profile exhibited various peaks and valleys, as well as
maximum and minimum values that were widely spaced. Additionally, it presented a
curve with high-amplitude variations, showing the DFIG behavior under a very different
condition from the tuning scenario.
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Figure 13. Wind profile [26].

The results obtained for this condition are shown in Figures 14 and 15.
The DFIG wind turbine achieved tracking of references and oscillation damping only

with the tunings obtained from the MOPSO algorithm (MOPSO-1 and MOPSO-2).
Therefore, with the parameter values of the PI controllers from Tables 4 and 6, respec-

tively, good performance was achieved with damping of electrical and mechanical quantities.

Figure 14. Performance of the DFIG for wind profile: mechanical variables.

On the other hand, the behavior of the wind farm with the SO tuning showed un-
damped oscillations after the second peak of the wind profile (after 200 s), and these
oscillations continued to increase until the simulation was interrupted due to the unstable
behavior of the DFIG.

It was clarified that, for the wind profile test, there is no need to monitor the protections,
as the protection system only operates in the case of a fault.

Observing the results presented in this section, it is possible to understand that the
tunings obtained with the MOPSO algorithm can also be used for conditions different from
those of tuning.
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Figure 15. Performance of the DFIG for wind profile: electrical variables.

9. Conclusions

This research sought to incorporate the dynamics of reactive-current injection and
DC-Chopper protection during the tuning process of the DFIG-wind-turbine control system
in fault conditions with the Multi-Objective-PSO algorithm.

Tunings obtained with the MOPSO algorithm, using sequential and simultaneous tun-
ing strategies, showed better performance than the SO method, both in electrical quantity
behavior and in the damping of the mechanical variables. The developed Multi-Objective-
PSO algorithm could reach the pre-established requirements, and thus achieved good
dynamic performance of the DFIG wind turbine during faults, even with reactive-current
injection, as well as in the presence of DC-Chopper protection.

In addition, when the DFIG wind turbine was subjected to an electrical fault, the tuning
conditions were very important for the performance and damping of the oscillations of their
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electrical and mechanical variables. Comparing the proposed tuning methods to the Multi-
Objective-PSO, it was observed that sequential tuning (Method 1: MOPSO-1) showed
a better performance in relation to the reactive-current injection and lower amplitude
deviations of the electrical quantities during and after the fault period. On the other
hand, simultaneous tuning of the PIs (Method 2: MOPSO-2) reached faster damping of the
mechanical oscillations and better performance of the protection system.

These differences are attributed to the tuning process, because in the first step of
Method 1, where the converter controllers were tuned, the fault was not very severe and,
therefore, the algorithm prioritized, following the reactive power reference. However,
in Method 2, the fault was more severe, the protection system was triggered and the
oscillations were higher and, therefore, the algorithm prioritized better damping of the
mechanical oscillations and the performance of the protection system.

In conclusion, the dynamics of the protection system and the reactive-current injection
are very important and must be incorporated during the tuning process of the DFIG
wind turbine.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DC Direct Current
DFIG Doubly Fed Induction Generator
GSC Grid-Side Converter
GC Grid Code
IAE Integral Absolute Error
K proportional gain
LVRT Low-Voltage Ride Through
MOPSO Multi-Objective-Particle-Swarm Optimization
MPPT Maximum-Power-Point Tracking
OF Objective Functions
PI Proportional–Integral
PLL Phase-Locked Loop
PSO Particle-Swarm Optimization
PWM Pulse-Width Modulation
RSC Rotor-Side Converter
SO Symmetrical Optimum
Ti Integral Time
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